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SHOE CARNIVAL’S GOALS:
 • CREATE A SMOOTHER CHECKOUT FOR ASSOCIATES & CUSTOMERS 
 • AUTO-SEND DIGITAL RECEIPTS FOR LOYALTY CUSTOMERS

THE CHALLENGES: CONCERNS AROUND THE RELEVANCY & 
PRACTICALITY OF AUTO-SENDING THE DIGITAL RECEIPT

THE SOLUTION: SEND BOTH THE DIGITAL & PRINTED RECEIPTS

As a retailer whose customers span across multiple generations, the team had 
concerns about the practicality of sending digital receipts for audiences who could 
not easily access the digital version of their receipt. Besides this, it required a change 
at the register to enable auto-sending the digital receipt. 

Shoe Carnival elected to send both versions of the receipt at the register to keep their 
omnichannel strategy in mind while mitigating concerns about the digital receipt’s ease 
of access. The lift for this change at the POS proved to be of no issue with the current 
partner in digital receipts, flexEngage.

Shoe Carnival is one of the nation’s largest family footwear retailers. Headquartered in Evansville, Indiana, Shoe Carnival stores are in 35 
states and Puerto Rico, as well as online at shoecarnival.com. 

The Shoe Carnival store operations team was looking for ways to create a more 
seamless shopping experience for their customers. One opportunity the team 
identified was auto-sending the digital receipt at checkout for their loyalty members. 
The impact of this would benefit both the customer and the store associate by 
speeding up checkout time. Loyalty perk members were requesting the digital 
receipt to be auto-sent to them, adding another layer of motivation to launch this 
task.

Upon launch, Shoe Carnival saw a 37% jump in the digital receipt adoption rate due to 
it automatically sending at checkout. With this expected increase, there was uncertainty 
about the impact on the other KPIs for this program. This change resulted in positive 
growth across the digital receipt program. The conversion rate rose by 56%, leading to 
a 70% increase in incremental sales and the click-through rate maintained its current 
rate, proving out the relevance of harnessing the digital receipt at checkout. This 
allowed Shoe Carnival to successfully transition many of their best customers from 
in-store to online, while adding another engagement opportunity for them. 

As a requested capability by consumers, the store ops team received positive feedback 

THE RESULTS:

about this initiative from consumers, which also allowed for an increase in feedback for the store ops team to further refine the in-store 
experience for their customers. As this initiative continues, the team at Shoe Carnival looks to optimize their receipts to increase their 
metrics for this program.
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